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The Fragments of Alexander of Cotiaeumi
ANDREW R. DYCK
I. Introduction
Thanks to the survival of the twelfth speech (really a letter of consolation to
the people of Cotiaeum) of Aelius Aristides, the life of Alexander of
Cotiaeum is better attested than that of any other scholar of Greek antiquity;
for no other do we possess such extensive contemporary documentation.
That is not to say that we know everything we would like to know about
the man; for Aristides too often contents himself with vague encomiastic
generalities where we would prefer specific information. Nevertheless we
must be grateful to know as much as we do. In contrast, however, to the
amount of biographical information, the work itself is pathetically
undCTdocumaited
Having died around the middle of the second century A.D.^ at a ripe old
age (§§ 35-36), Alexander will have been bom ca. A.D. 70-80.^ We are
not told who his own teachers were, the panegyrist being content to oote
merely that Alexander had surpassed them (§ 6); nor does Aristides identify
any students of Alexander besides (unnamed) members of the imperial
family and himself—Aristides has never been accused of a lack of interest in
self-promotion (cf. also § 40: Alexander's judgment on Aristides' speeches)
—though we are assured that they are legion (§ 10).
' On the spelling, cf. Keil ad Ael. Aristid. 2. 217. 9; H. Erbse. Beitrdge zur
Uberlieferung der IliasschoUen (Munich 1960) 36 n. 2 (I have not, however, regularized
the spelling in the documents that foUow). I cite the speech hereafter in the text by
paragraph number in Keil's edition.
^ Cf. C. A. Behr, Aelius Aristides and the Sacred Tales (Amsterdam 1968) 51.
^ M. Aurelius to Fronto Ep. 3. 9. 2. van den Hout probably should not be used to date
the future emperor's tuition from Alexander later than 139, pace P. Aelius Aristides, The
Complete Works, tr. C. A. Behr, U (Leiden 1981) 395 n. 14. The author indicates that, at
the date of the letter (139 in view of the allusion to the "Caesaris oratio," probably a
speech of thanks to Pius for the granting of the title of "caesar"), what he has learned about
Greek composition is abandoning him, not that he had never learned the subject at all:
nuhi vero nunc potissimum Graece scribendum est. 'quamobrem?' rogas. volo periculum
facere, an id, quod non didici, facilius obsecundet mihi, quoniam quidem id, quod didici,
deserU.
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While eschewing the problematical name of "sophist" (§ 8)
—
perhaps
in deference to the Socrates of his beloved Plato (§ 25)—Alexander did not
spurn payment for his art (§ 16). An interesting aspect of his teaching is
the fact that slaves would attend along with their young masters and that
manumission of the slaves would often ensue either as a spontaneous result
of their admiration for their slaves' learning or on request from Alexander
himself (§ IS).^
Aristides offers a pleasing portrait of Alexander's good relations with
his colleagues (§ 11), tolerance of the non-professional (ibid., an
observation confirmed by Marcus Aurelius: test. 2) and generosity (§§ 15-
17, including benefactions to Cotiaeum). When Aristides fell ill in Rome
in spring of 144, Alexander enabled him to return home safely (§ 39). He
died leaving a widow and a small son (§§ 37-38).
Besides a work on Aesop (no doubt inspired by local patriotism in view
of the fact that Cotiaeum was sometimes given as that author's provenance:
cf. §§ 26-27), the only other work which Aristides mentions is the
Homeric a\)Yypa(pT|, assumed to have been identical with the 'E^riyriTiKd
in at least two books cited by Porphyry (test. 6 = fr. 2). Only three
fragments are assigned to a specific work, one to the 'E^-nyriTiKd (fr. 2),
two to the riavxoSaTid (frr. 4 and 5). Fr. 2 makes it clear that, as the title
suggests, the 'E^TiyriTiKd concerned the exegesis of specific Homeric
passages. On this basis, I have assigned to the 'E^riyrixiKd two other
fragments which likewise deal with the exegesis of Homeric passages, rather
than, e.g., the philological treatment of voces Homericae, which, inter alia,
was dealt with in the navTo5a7id (fr. 5).^ On the other hand, one cannot
exclude that comments on the spelling or etymology of voces Homericae
appeared in the 'E^TjyrjxiKd, if only as obiter dicta. Hence there remains a
large category of glosses of uncertain provenance, which I have arranged
alphabetically by word discussed (indicated in bold type). I have not
ordinarily burdened the critical apparatus with itacistic errors or confusions
of e and av, or indicated variants in the apparatus testimoniorum.^
* Similarly, slaves who were professional grammarians or philologists had very good
chances of receiving iheir freedom; cf. J. Christes, Sklaven und Freigelassene als
Grammaliker und Philologen im antiken Rom, Forschungen zur antiken Sklaverei 10
(Wiesbaden 1979) 181 ff.
^ One might wish to contemplate, with M. W. Haslam, the possibility that the
'EEtiYTiTiKd formed part of the flavToSand.
Et. Gen. is cited from my collation of photographs.—Note that the Alexander cited at
sch. AT (ex.) ad A 109fe is in all probability Alexander of Myndus, as M. Wellhausen,
"Alexander von Myndos." Hermes 26 (1891) 565 n. 2, showed (= FGrHist 25 F 6; Jacoby
also prints it, however, among the dubious fragments of Alexander Polyhistor at 273 F
143). The following works are referred to by abbreviated tide:
AO Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriplis bibliothecarum
Oxoniensium, ed. J. A. Cramer, 4 vols. (Oxford 1835-37)
An. Orth. Anekdola zur griechischen Orthographie, ed. A. Ludwich (ind. lect.
Konigsberg 1905-12)
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Ap. Dysc. Apollonii Dyscoli quae supersunt, ed. R. Schneider-G. Uhlig, 3
vols. (Leipzig 1878-1910)
Ap. S. Apollonii Sophistae Lexicon Homericum, ed. I. Bekker (Berlin
1833)
Aristox. fr. Die Schule des Aristoteles, hrsg. v. F. Wehrli, 11: Aristoxenos (2.
Aufl., Basel and Stuttgart 1967)
Choer. Orth. Choerobosci Orthographia, ed. in: AO 11 167-281
Choer. Th. Theodosii Alexandrini Canones, Georgii Choerobosci Scholia,
Sophronii Palriarchae Alexandrini Excerpta, ed. A. Hilgard, 2
vols. (Leipzig 1889-94)
EM Etymologicum Magnum, ed. Th. Gaisford (Oxford 1848)
Epaphr. Epaphroditi grammatici quae supersunt, ed. E. Luenzer (diss. Bonn
1866)
Ep. ad A Epimerismi Homerici I, ed. A. R. Dyck, SGLG 5/1 (Berlin and New
York 1983)
El. Gud. . . . Etymologicum Gudianum quod vocatur, ed. A. De Stefani, 2 fasc.
Stef. (Leipzig 1909-20)
Et. Orion. G cod. Paris. 2653, s. XVL ed. in: Orionis Thebani Etymologicum,
ed. F. G. Sturz (Leipzig 1820)
Et.Orion.H cod. Darmstad. 2773, s. XIV, ed. in: Etymologicum Graecae
linguae Gudianum, ed. F. G. Sturz (Leipzig 1818) 610 ff.
Eust. Eustathii archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis Commentarii ad Homeri
Iliadem, ed. M. van der Valk, 4 vols. (Leiden 1971-88); Eust.
Commentarii in Odysseam, 2 vols. (Leipzig 1825-26)
Greg. Cor. Gregorii Corinthii et aliorum grammaticorum libri de dialectis
linguae Graecae, ed. G. H. Schaefer (Leipzig 1811)
Hda Herodiani Technici Reliquiae, ed. A. Lenlz, 2 vols. (Leipzig 1867-
70)
Hsch. Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon, ed. K. Latte, 2 vols. [A-0]
(Copenhagen 1953-66); rest in: Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon,
ed. M. Schmidt, IH-IV (Jena 1861-62)
Moer. Harpocration et Moeris, ed. I. Bekker (Berlin 1833)
Porph. Porphyrii Quaestionum Homericarum reliquias collegit, disposuit,
edidit H. Schrader. 2 vols. (Leipzig 1880-90)
Porph. . . . Sod. Porphyrii Quaestionum Homericarum Liber I, lesto critico a cura di
A. R. Sodano (Naples 1970)
sch. Ap. Rh. Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium Vetera, ed. C. Wendel (Berlin
1935)
sch. D mil. Scholia Didymi quae vocantur in Iliadem; ed. princ: J. Lascaris
(Rome 1517); here cited from: 'Ojiripou 'IXiaq Kai eiq a-UTf)v
axoXia yevSeniYpacpa Ai6v(io\), ek 6e(XTpo-u ev '0^ov{a
(1675)
sch. D in Od. Didymi antiquissimi auctoris interpretatio in Odysseam (Venice
1528)
sch. D.T. Scholia in Dionysii Thracis Artem grammaticam, ed. A. Hilgard
(Leipzig 1901)
sch. Eur. Scholia in Euripidem, ed. E. Schwartz, 2 vols. (Berlin 1887-91)
sch. //. Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem {scholia vetera), ed. H. Erbse, 7
vols. (Berlin 1969-88)
sch. Lye. Lycophronis Alexandra, ed. E. Scheer, 11: Scholia (Berlin 1908)
sch. Od. Scholia Graeca in Homeri Odysseam, ed. G. Dindorf, 2 vols.
(Oxford 1855)
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II. Testimonia
a. Devita
1. Ael. Arist. oraL XII lota
2. M. Aurel. Ant. Ad se ipsum 1, 10: napa 'AXe^dv5po-u xov
Ypafi^ttTiKox) to dveniTiXTiKxov Kal to \iT\ 6vei5iaTiK{0(;
eniXa^pdveoGai twv pdpPapov t\ ooXoikov ti r\ octitixe*;
7tpoeveYKap,evtov, aXX' inite^ioic, avxb ^lovov EKeivo, o E6ei
[5] eipfiaSai, npocpepeoOai ev xpono) dnoKpioetoq r\
a\)ve7iifj.apT\)pTjoeco(;
"n
avvSiaXrivj/ecLx; nepl a-uxot) tou
npdY|j.ato<;, ou/l nepl xot) pTi|iaxoq, r\ 6i' exepac; xivbq xo\.a\ixr\c^
i\m£Xo\)<; napx>no\ivr\oeG>c,.
3.SHA IV lul. Cap. M. Ant. phil. 2. 3: usus praeterea
grammaticis Graeco Alexandro Cotiaensi (cotidianis: corr. Uhlig),
Latinis Trosio Apro et Pol<l>ione et Eutychio Proculo Siccensi.
b. De scriptis
4. Ael. Arist. 12. 36 = 2. 223. 17 Keil: Kaixoi x6 xr[<; '0\n\piKr\q
ovTYpacpfiq dnoxpSv Kal xavxT] K6a)j.0(; eivai noXXaxxi.
5. Steph. Byz. 379. 3: Koxideiov . . . ev0a rjv 'AA.e^av5po<; 6
'AoKXTi7tid6ot» Ypa|i|j.axiK6(; noXx>\iaQEoxaxoq xP'HM-ot^^C^v. o<;
Tiepl 7tavxo6a7rfi<; \)XT\q k6' Eypa\\ie ^i^Xovq.
6. 7, 8 = frr. 2, 4 et 5 infra laud.
III. Fragmenta
a. 'E^TiyrixiKd
1. Sch. A ad N 358-59: xol 5' epi5o(; Kpaxepfi(; <Kal o^iouou
7rxoXe|ioio / Tceipap inaXXdl^avxEC, in' d^(poxEpoiai
xdvvoaav>: 6 Xoyoc;- o'l 6£ x6 Tiepaq xo\> 7coX,e^o\) Kal xfi<;
Su. Suidae Lexicon, ed. A. Adler, 5 vols. (Leipzig 1928-38)
Tyrann. Die Fragmente der Grammatiker Tyrannion und Diokles, ed. W.
Haas. SGLG 3 (Berlin and New York 1977) 79-184
Tz. Ex. Draconis Slratonicensis liber De metris poeticis, loannis Tzetzae
Exegesis in Homeri Iliadem, ed. G. Hermann (Leipzig 1812)
Zon. lohannis Zonarae Lexicon, ed. L A. H. Titlmann, 2 vols. (Leipzig
1808)
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£pi5o<; oDvayavTeq eTiexeivav d^wpoxEpoK;, oiov dfi<potepco0ev.
[5] ^lETEVTlVEKtai |J,EV OVV (XTtO TOJV SeO^ICOV. TW 6£
inaXXd^ai etcI xov auvdyai xP^^^^t^ '^"''- "^^^ TiE^oXoycov
Tiveq, TtXEovd^Ei 6£ 'ApiaT6^£vo<; 6 ^ovaiKoq inr[XXay\ii\a
Aiycov (fr. 137 We.) id a'uvT||i)i£va. oiSxox; 6 KoxiaEtx;.
1-3 le. suppl. Erbse
Cf. sch. A (Did. I Ariston.) ad N 359a: Tceipap inaXXa^avzec, <en'
d^<poxepoiai xdvuaoav> (suppl. Villoison): Sixo)^ 'Apiaxapxoc;,
KOI "eTi' dXA,T|X,oiaiv." ev 5e 6i' d|i(poxep(ov x6 Xeyoiievov otv 6
IloaeiSwv Ktti 6 Zzvc, xov noXe^ov xfi epi5i ovveSriaav, x6 nipac,
xr\q epiSoq koi naXiv x6 xot> jioX,e|xo\) Xa^ovxec, Kal
ejiaX.X,d^avx£(; en' ducpoxepoK;, MOJiep o'l xd a^^axa noiotivxEQ,
x65e EJil x65e. ovxcaq 'Apioxapxoq. I fi 5irtA,Ti, oxi napaXA-Tiyopei,
5vo Tcepaxa \)rtoxi6ejiEvoi;, exepov ^ev EpiSoq, exepov 5e tcoX-e^ou,
e^ajtxoneva Kax' diicpoxepcov xoov oxpaxeuiidxcov; sch. D ad N 358-
60: 6 5e Zevc, koI 6 FloaeiScov xd Tcepaxa zr\q n6Lxr\c, Kai xov
noXi\io\) xetvavxeq vaxd dppoxepcov x&v oxpaxcav, eSriaav
ioxvpo) 5£0)iM, oq {5eap.6(;) (ut gl. seclusi) TcoA-Xoiq aixioq
aiKoXtiaq eyevexo. 3 x6 nipac] cf. sch. D ad N 359: neipap:
nipaq, xiXoq. 5 x© 6e inaXXa^ai—] cf. sch. D ad N 359:
enaXXa^avzeq: ininXi^avxcc, xdq xfipac; xai oiovei 6r|aavx£(;;
Ap. S. 70. 26: enaXXa^avxeq: tninXi^avxzq, e^amiaxioavxe^, cui
sim. Hsch. (Cyrill.) e 4131: in aXXa^avxec,: £<pa|i.|iaxiaavx£q,
E7ti7tA.£^avx£(; . . . ; Porph. 1. 184. 14: 6\)vax(6x£pa Kal
xoX.)i.Tip6x£pa djio x&v Eiq jiepaxa oxoivia avuPaXXovxcov Kal eiq
5eo^6v £jcaX,Xaxx6vxcov xd jtEpaxa, EJtEixa xeivovxojv
p.EXEvf|voxEv, Epi6oq Xiyoiv Kal noXEfioD xd JiEpaxa
eva^Xd^avxEc; Kal bi\oavxec, Exdvvaav in' 6LXXr\Xovc„ ovxcoq
iox'upa)^ XTiv Epiv xtd noXiyi(o o\)v5r|aavxE(; ax; xov 5£0|i.6v xovxov
"dppTiKxov" (360) HEV Eivai Kal "dX-oxov" (360) a\)xoi(;, "noXX5>v"
be. "yovvax' 'eXxtae" (360); Eust. 937. 5: fi Se ^£xa<popd yiyovev eiq
xr[v M^dxTjv dno xwv ev xoi(; oxoivioiq n xoic; i)idai 6eop^(ov, d
StjoavxEc; xivEq e^ aKpoov, sixa 6vaoxdvxE(; xav-oovaiv, dx; dv 6
Sfio^oq Ji-uKvcaOElq Kal CT<piyx0£l<; dacpaXiaGfi. naXaioq 6e xiq
(priaiv ovxco- "jcEipap EnaXXd^avxEi; dvxl xoti p-dxiiv
JiapaxEivavxEq, dno xajv £7ii7rX,£KO|i.£V(ov oxoiviwv Kaxd xd
jiEpaxa"; Eust. 937. 23.
I assume that this entire scholium, not just the final portion (xw 5£
inaXXd^ai—), derives from Alexander.'' It is all of one piece; the
sentence beginning xm be znaXXd^ai gives grounds for the interpretation
inaXXd^ai = a\)vd\|/ai of the paraphrase. Alexander follows Aristarchus
in interpreting jiEipap as = TtEpac; ("end") and inaXXd^ai as "join"
(o-uvdxi/ai Alexander; coonEp xd d)ip.axa 7ioiot)vx£<; and E^aTixojiEva
Kax' d)i(pox£p(ov xcibv oxpax£\)p.dxtov respectively in the Didymean and
' Subscriptions can be deceptive, however, see on fr. 3 below.
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Aristonicean portions of sch. A ad N 359a; tninXi^avxEc, Ap. S. 70. 26);
the D-schoIia, too, present a similar doctrine. Alexander may have been the
first to spell out that the underlying metaphor is from ropes, but this was
certainly impUcit in Aristarchus' position.*
Of greater interest for the student of Alexander are the following words
(xQ 5e inaXXa^ai—). "Certain prose authors" are cited—let us leave
open the question whether citation of specific names and passages has been
lost in the course of transmission—to establish an identity of meaning of
ETiaXXa^ai and ovvdvifai. Possibly Alexander will have in mind the use
of inaXXdoGEWf in the sense "overlap" or "become confused or
intermixed," for which LSJ cites various Aristotelian passages (s.v.
inaXXdoooi II.2.a-b). The following citation of Aristoxenus has been
misunderstood: it is not, as F. Wehrli supposed (ad Aristoxen. fr. 137), that
Aristoxenus is alleging that Homer is guilty of redundancy, but rather that
Alexander is accusing Aristoxenus of redundancy (cf. LSJ ^.v. tiXeovoc^o)
III.6) in calUng xa ovvrimieva enr{XXay\ieva. Though both terms occur
in the Elements of Harmony,^ the passage Alexander refers to does not.
Besides the continuing influence of Aristarchus, this fragment discloses that
Alexander read his prose authors with Homer in mind, in the hope that their
usage would shed light on the poet's.
Lehrs suspected that this notice reached the A-scholia via Porphyry,
Quaestiones Homericae, where a similar doctrine is found. ^° The fact that
Porphyry elsewhere cites Alexander's 'E^tiynTiKd (fr. 2) is a point in favor
of this hypothesis. Note, however, that Porphyry's notice diverges from
our scholium in content and phraseology. Furthermore the other citations
of Alexander in the A-scholia (frr. 5 and 8) have no corresponding material
in Porphyry and are not typical of his interests. I suspect that all three
fragments derive from an exegetical commentary the author of which, like
Porphyry, had access to the 'E^TiyrixiKd.
^ M. van der Valk, Researches on the Text and Scholia of the Iliad, 2 vols. (Leiden
1963-64), at 11 97-99, regards the interpretation of Tieipap as "end" rather than "rope"
(cf. LSJ S.V., n.2) as Aristarchus' fatal mistake in this passage. He sees this as the
replacement of "a concrete notion by an abstract idea" (p. 97); but note that nipaq as used
here by the ancient interpreters has the concrete sense of "the end of a rope." Furthermore
fastening of a rope over two parties would not require two ropes to be joined "crosswise
over one another" (pace van der Valk 98-99). If any part of Aristarchus' interpretation
fails to satisfy, it is his gloss of enaXXd^avxeq, which faUs to make clear "daB die
Tatigkeit der Gotter ihre verderbliche Wirkung auf beide Parteien gleichermaBen ausiibt"
(A. Heubeck, "Homerica," Gymnasium 56 [1949] 251 = Kleine Schriften zur griechischen
Sprache und Literatur [Erlangen 1984] 124). For the interpretation of this passage, cf. also
R. Janko, The Iliad. A Commentary IV: Books 13-16 (Cambridge, forthcoming) ad loc.
' Aristoxeni Elementa Harmonica, ed. R. da Rios (Rome 1954) Index verborum s.vv.
'° K. Lehrs, Quaestiones epicae (Konigsberg 1 837) 11 n. 2; similarly Erbse (above,
note 1) 96; in his edition of the scholia, however, Erbse adds a question mark after
Porphyry's name.
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2. Porph. 1. 227. 22 = 27. 29 Sod. = Erbse ad sch. I 509-33: ev
T© SevxEpo) Twv 'E^TiyriTiKfov 'AXe^avSpoq 6 Kox-uaev(;- 5tSo
oxpaxol JiEpiEKaGrivto tt^v noXiv jioXi^iioi, r{ nopGeiv d^iovvxeq
auTTiv r[ xa TijiiaTi Xa^6\/xcq (XTiievai- ol 5' ev5ov ovteq o\)k
[5] E6exovTO tTiv TtpoKXiiaiv. ol ot)v 7toXi)iioi, (p-naiv, EV£5pav
TlVCt ETlOlTjOaVTO TWV TlOl^VltOV Kttl TWV Po'UKoA.COV, tt flV
KXTm-axa Twv ev xf[ noXei. elxa d^ioi to ^.ev "ol 6' o\S Ttto
7tE{6ovxo" (513) dK0t)Eiv JiEpl T©v EV xr[ jioXei, to Se "Xox©
"UKEGcOpTiaaOVTO" (513) TlEpl TMV TtoXEfiCcOV, Kttl TO "ol 5' lottv"
[10] (516) TiEpl tSv Eiq TTiv £VE5pav dniovTcov noX£|i{(ov, ol
6£ OKOTlol TWV TtoXE^ltOV ElOl. TO Se "ol 6' (Oq 0\>V ETlliGoVTO
TIO^VV KE^aSoV TlEpl Po-UOlv" (530) ETll TWV EV TTl KoXzi
dcKOVEl- £Ka0£^OVTO ydp EV EKKA,T|o{a Po-oXeVOIJ-EVOI, TOC TEl^Tl
<ppo\)p£tv 7tapa56vT£(; xr[ dnoXe\i(o fiA^iKCot- to ydp "ipdcov
[15] TipoTidpoiGE KaGrmEvoi" (531) OTi|a.aiv£i twv EKKXriaiwv,
EV ai<; Eipo-uoi Kal dyopE-uovoiv. ote 5' aiixoiq e^tivuGti Td
KttTa xa 7ioi|i,via, inixpixovox. Kal e^eXGovtec; ov^i^aXXoxxsi
Hdx-qv.
subsidia: magna ex parte codicem V (= Vat. gr. 305, anno 1314)
secutus sum; ex recensione x laudo *B, h.e. codicis Venet. gr. 821
manum recentiorem (s. XXI/XIII) 1-2 — kox. *B: dXe^avSpoq jiev
6 KOX. ovTCO (p-rjoiv V 2 post kox. hab. B oxi 3 nepveKaGrivTo]
Tiap- *B 6 xwv Jtoifivicov Kal xcbv PoukoXcov V: xoi(; tioiuviok; kuI
xoiq povKoXioii; *B 10 post Tcepi hab. *B xoiv TioXxjiitov I xtiv] om.
V I jtoXejiicov V: hoc loco om. *B 12 nepl V: Jiapd *B 13
eKKXrioia *B: eKKXTioiaic; V 14 ipdcov] eip- propter etym. *
scribendum monuit Haslam 15 xwv] om. *B 16 dyopevo-ooiv] ek-
KXtioid^ovoiv *B
14-16 ipdcov— dyopevovoiv] cf. sch. D ad I 531: ipd(ov: Ttpo xcov
OYopcov, 6 Eoxiv eKKXriaicov, anb xov el'peiv ev avxaiq Kal Xiyeiv,
oGev 6 'Ipoc;; Ap. S. 92. 22; Hsch. i 873; sch. A (Ariston.) et bT (ex.)
ad I 531a-6; Et Orion. G 59. 1; Et. Gud. 427. 23 (d^); EM 475. 11;
Eust. 1160. 34.
Alexander's interpretation of the famous scene of siege and battle from
the Shield of Achilles (I 509 ff.) is among three interpretations quoted by
Porphyry, who (rightly) rejects both this one and the view that the two
armies are divided, one friendly to the besieged, the other hostile.^ ^
Alexander's reading entails a number of difficulties, most notably, as
Porphyry pointed out (1. 228. 27 = 29. 7 Sod.), the fact that he must
assume a change of subject within v. 513 (ol 6* oiS tico 7ie{Govxo, X6x(o 5'
{)7tEGtopT|aaovxo), since he thinks the ambush was conducted by the
besiegers, not the besieged; as Porphyry rightly says of this interpretation,
" Cf. Erbse (above, note 1) 36 and 54.
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eoTi e^EYXOvxtov tov tioitittiv jxt] 6'uvd|j.evov (ppd^Eiv dxapdxax; (1.
228. 15-16 = 29. 24-25 Sod.). Moreover, how is it that the besiegers have
not already possessed themselves of the townsmen's herds of cattle and
flocks of sheep, which Alexander supposes to be the goal of the ambush?
Would the besieged risk leaving their walls in charge of women, children
and aged men merely for a council? Porphyry's question is also pertinent:
If the ambush was mounted only by a portion of the besiegers, how could
the townsmen climb on their horses and ride to the scene openly and
without opposiUon (1. 228. 16 = 29. 24 Sod.)?
Alexander remains isolated in this interpretation, accepted neither by
Porphyry nor the author of the exegetical scholia (T and b ad S 513c^~^).
Only Eustathius, perplexed by the repeated use of o'l 8e to shift the subject
(vv. 513, 516, 525), accuses the poet of dod(peia and leaves Alexander's
interpretation on an equal footing with the other two cited by Porphyry
(1159. 33 ff.). Porphyry himself, like modem commentators, prefers the
interpretation whereby the besieged undertake the ambush, the women,
children and old men guard the walls because the warriors have left for that
purpose, the scouts are sent out by the townsmen, not the besiegers, and it
is the besiegers whose council is interrupted by the commotion which
follows upon the ambush (1. 228. 19 ff. = 29. 29 ff. Sod.). In one detail
Alexander was in good company, however, namely his interpretation of
ipdtov (v. 531), where he followed a well-established tradition. ^^
3a. Porph. 1. 234. 10 = 112. 7 Sod. = Erbse ad sch. T 79-80a:
'AXe^avSpoq 6e 6 KcTiaeuq 91101 Xeyov KaXax; e'xEi to
eoxSnoq lov br\\n\yopov\/xo<; dKovEiv Kal \ir[ -uTioKpovEiv a\)t6v
Kttl £|j.7io6i^£iv (tovxo yctp ormaivEi to "uPpdA.XEiv" [T 80])-
[5] xa^e^ov ydp Kal xw Tcdvv 6£iva> ev tapaxfi eItieiv. to
ydp "xaXETibv EnioTdp-Evov TiEp EovTa" (ibid.) KaTa 'Attiktiv
ovvTiGEiav n^Eovdl^Ei to "EovTa"- ekeivok; ydp jy^ ovvtjGec;
Xeyeiv "p.Ti 7tpo5o\)(; T])ia<; yevt]" dvTl xo\> p.Ti npoSox;, Kal
"naiC,ei<; e'xcov" dvTl Tot) 5ia7ia{^Ei<;, Kal ivxavQa "xaXETiov
[10] ydp EKiaTdjiEvov TiEp EovTa" (ibid.) dvTl tov tov
ETHOTd^iEvov 0op-up£ia0ai xa^E^ov, ax; Kal tov EniaTtmovoq
pTiTOpoq EV Bop-uPo) xaXenGx; 6TmTiyopot)VTO(;. I ejioI Se 6ok£i
3b. Sch. A ad T 79-80a: EOTaoToq ^iev KaXov aKouEiv <—
[15] £6vTa>: KaXfix; e'xev tov koxioxoc, Kal StmriyopovvTOi;
dKOVEiv Kal iix] vTioKpovEiv |j.Ti6' EiiTiodi^Eiv ' TovTo ydp 6tiXoT
TO "{)P<P>dXX£iv" (T 80)- xaX£.nb\ ydp Kal x& ndvv Seivw
EV Tapaxfi EinEiv. tovto dyvoTjoac; 'A.pioxapxoq Kal oiT|0El<;
^^ Probably ihe interpretation of Aristarchus (cf. sch. A [Ariston.] ad Z 531a), it
entered the scholastic tradition (cf. D).
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napaiTTiaiv xiva ek xo\> 'Aya\ii\ivo\oq yiweaQai jiapeveSiiKe
[20] TO "ax)x69i E^ e5pT|^" (T 77). np&xov ^.ev ovv t( av
Ka0E^oiTO Tov dyKcova XExpcoiJ.Evoq; ETiEixa ouxcoc; Eppcoxai
©axE oXiyov iSaxEpov (cf. T 252-66) Kdnpov dcTtoocpaxxEiv.
oiSxax; 6 KoxiaEvq.
recensionem % ut pleniorem hie magna ex parte secutus sum
2 Xeyov %: om. V I e'xet %: om. V 4 ormaivei] aviiPaivei V I
•uPPdXXeiv] {)PdX,Xeiv *B: •oPPdX.eiv V 5 x© . . . 8eiv© X- "^^
(corr. x(b) . . . 5eiv6v V I to] x© Haslam, fort, recte 5-12 x6 ydp
XctXtnov—] om. V 10 ydp Villoison: Tiep *B 17 "bpdXXeiv A:
suppl. Villoison
3-4 \ir[ i)jioKpou£iv—\)PPdX,X£iv] cf. sch. D ad T 80: uPPdX.Xeiv:
uTtoKpoveiv, £H7to5i^£iv xov Xeyovxa . .
.
; Ap. S. 156. 27 et 33:
... ol 5e jrepl xov Zi5(6viov eoxcoxa |xev Xiyovoi xov
'Aya\ii\ivova napa zr\ Ka0e5pa, o\)5' ev ^.eooiq eoxfflxa. ... ol
5e Tiepi xov IiScoviov ek xov uPPdX.Xeiv x6 -unoKpoveiv
dKOvouoiv; Hsch. i) 567: •bnopdXA.Ei: •ujioKpoioEi; sch. bT ad T 80^;:
•uPPdXX,Eiv: -ujioKpouEoGai GopiiPq) xov Xiyovxa; Eust. 1172. 34:
ol Ktti avxoi (sc. ol dKpipEoxEpoi) ojioPdXXEiv <paai x6 kcoX-ueiv
Kttl -onoKpouEiv 5id Kpauyfiq Kai noiEiv SopuPov . . . 8-9 Kal
"nai^Eiq EX^ov" dvxi xov Sianai^EK;] cf. Moer. 212. 8 ((pX-vapEiq
e'xcov); Greg. Cor. 146-47.
At issue is a passage from the Assembly scene in T (74-80) where
Achilles announces his return to battle; the immediate reaction is as
follows:
&C, £<pa6', ol 5* Exdprioav £iiKVT|ni5E(; 'Axaiol
|i.fiviv dnEiJiovxoq \ityaQx)^io\) FItiXeicovo^.
xoioi 51 Kttl p,£X££iJiEv cxva^ dv6pa)v 'AyajiEnvoav
a-oxoGfiv £^ £6pTi(;, ovS' ev fXEoooioiv dvaoxd(;-
"(6 tpiXoi TipooEq Aavaoi, GEpdicovxEq "Aprioq,
Eoxaoxoq |j.Ev KaXov okoveiv, o\)6e eoikev
'uPpdA.^iv xaXe^ov ydp £7iioxa|i£v(p JtEp eovxi ..."
In light of sch. A ad T 79-80a (= fr. 3b) Alexander has been thought guilty
of the grave error of supposing that Aristarchus interpolated (7iap£V£0TiK£)
V, 77, on the assumption that avxoGEv e^ e5pt|(; means that Agamemnon
spoke from his seat because of a wound; ^^ yet Agamemnon's wound was at
the elbow (A 252). Now T 77 was already read by Aristophanes of
Byzantium (and therefore could not have been interpolated by Aristarchus),
'^ This, by the way, was the interpretation of Epaphroditus fr. 43 L = sch. bT ad T 71b
and Eust. 1172.21.
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as we know from sch. AT (Did.) ad T 76-77. Therefore Ludwich thought
that Alexander must be burdened with a surprising piece of negligence.^"*
Alexander has, however, been sufficiently exculpated on this score by
Erbse, who makes it very likely that the compiler of the A-scholia
combined at sch. T 79-80a two passages from Porphyry (1. 233. 3 ff. =
1 10. 3 Sod. + the first part of our fr. 3a) and carelessly added to the
conglomerate the subscription ovxax; 6 KoTiaeijq, which applied only to the
first part (—ev xapaxf] eitieiv ~ first part of fr. 3a). Moreover, the A-
compiler evidently misunderstood Porphyry's words (1. 233. 5 = 110. 7
So.) Ktti <pT|ai (sc. 6 'Apioxapxoc;) 5ia lovxo Eve0T|Ke (sc. 6 "OfiTipoq) x6
"avxoGev e^ E5pT|<; ot)8' ev \iiaaoiai dvaaxdq" to mean that Aristarchus
interpolated (TtapEveOriKe) the verse in question. Finally, the words
ax)x69ev e^ e6pt\c, can merely mean that Agamemnon spoke from where he
was, i.e., did not go to the usual speaker's position in the middle of the
assembly, but did stand up (as is implied by v. 79: eaxaoxoq ^lev Ka^ov
(XKo-ueiv).^^
If, then, Alexander can be cleared of responsibility for the misinforma-
tion laid to his charge in fr. 3b, what was his contribution to the understand-
ing of T 80? Like others, he passed on the interpretation of v^^aXkeiv as
equivalent to "UTioKpovEiv, e|j.7to5{^Eiv, doubtless known to him from the
scholastic tradition (cf. sch. D ad loc.). Whether he did more than that
depends upon the status of the latter part of fr. 3a (x6 ydp "xaXznbv
E7iiaxd|iEv6v TtEp Eovxa" Kaxd 'Axxiktiv a\)VTi6Eiav—). E. Kammer,
following Barnes, athetized this material, which is absent from V;^^ Sodano
agrees that it does not belong to Alexander but believes it to have been added
by the redactor of the x-recension. In putting forward this view Sodano cites
sch. A ad T 79-80a (= our fr. 3b), Ap. S. ^.v. -oppdUEiv and Eust. 1172.
20; but none of these passages excludes the possibility that Alexander
explained eovxi of T 80 as a pleonasm according to Attic usage.
Now Alexander was interested in matters of dialect (cf. frr. 5 and 13);
and one sentence which he cites, ")i^ 7ipo6oi)(; rwxaq yevti," is not a bad
parallel. He should not, however, have mixed this up with such expressions
as naiC,ziq e'xcov and tried to subsume both types under the rubric
"pleonastic participle;" also the phenomenon is, of course, by no means
^* A. Ludwich. Arislarchs homerische Textkritik, 2 vols. (Leipzig 1884-85) at I 74-75
(the error posited would be especially surprising since fr. 7 below shows Alexander
familiar with, and influenced by, Didymus' work).
^^ Erbse (above, note 1) 54-57; for the last point he compares Demetrius Sidonius apud
Ap. S. 156. 27 (quoted above; cf. also Eust. 1172. 30); he is likewise able to show that
Schader's assumption that a citation of Demetrius has fallen out at 1. 233. 3 of his edition
of Porphyry is unfounded and therefore that the Apollonius cited at 1. 233. 11 was the
teacher of Porphyry, not of Demetrius.
^^ Scholia Homerica emendatiora praefatione de scholiis Porphyrianis praemissa, ed. E.
Kammer (diss. Konigsberg 1863); Joshua Barnes published Porphyry among other works
of Homeric exegesis in the introduction to his edition of Homer (Cambridge 1711); both of
these works, cited by Sodano, are inaccessible to me.
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confined to Attic;^^ possibly Alexander was here influenced by Aristarchus'
view that Homer was an Athenian.^*
It is worth remembering that in Alexander's day the study of syntax was
in its infancy, his contemporary, Apollonius Dyscolus, being the author of
the first book on the subject, a book, however, which was not the kind of
systematic exposition of Greek syntax a modern reader would expect but
rather a paradigmatic discussion of select problems^' and which offers no
guidance on the problem at hand. Perhaps, then, Alexander's attempt to
grapple with the conjoined participles of T 80 should not be judged too
harshly.
b. navTo5a7ta
4. Et. Gen. (A) s.v. 5{Kpov Kal 5iKpoov, unde EM 276. 26 =
Hdn. 2. 385. 21: 'AXi^avbpoc, 6e 6 xov 'AoKA.T|7tid5o\) ev x(o i'
Tcov navTo5a7ia)v napa to Kopoq, o ariiiaivei tov KA,d5ov
(evGev Ktti Kopoi0aXi<; t; 6d(pvTi Xeyexai) Kal Kopeiv, x6 xoi(;
[5] KXd5oiq oapovv. I iyca 5e vojii^co jiaXXov napd to Kepa^
5 oapovv] oapp- A
Ex Et. Gen. etiam Zon. 1238: KopiGaXiq (sic): r\ Sdcpvri, koi Kopoq,
6 KXd5o(;, KOI xopeiv, x6 zoic, KX,d5oiq aapovv. 3 Kopoq =
KXdSoq] cf. Hsch. k 3655: Kopoq: f^XfiGoq dvGpcojttov (7cXTia|i.ovT|
dubitanter Haslam). Kal td vea pXaoTrmaxa. Kal nexpov.
The adjective 6iKpoo(; or, later by hyphaeresis, 5iKpo<; (= "cl6ven,
bifurcated") is attested as early as the Little Iliad (fr. 5 Bemabe and Davies:
6i[i<pi 5e TiopKTiq / xpvoEoq doTpdjiTEi Kal in avxia 6iKpoo<; ai%^T| = sch.
T ad n 1426 = sch. Pi. N. 6. S5b) and continued in use by poets (Ar. Pax
637: ttjvSe ^.ev 5iKpoiq eco0o\)v tt^v Geov KEKpdyixaaiv; Call. fr. 177. 2
Pf.: 5iKpov (piTpov d£ipafi£VT|; conjectured by Hermann at Aesch. fr. 152
R.); it also proved useful to medical and scientific authors (see LSJ, Thes.
Ling. Gr., s.v.). If Lentz has correctly assigned our passage to Herodian,
whose work on pathology often served as a source for the etymologica,^'' it
'' Cf. examples cited at R. Kiihner and B. Gerth, Ausfiihrliche Grammalik der
griechischen Sprache I (4. Aufl., Hannover 1955) 39 (§ 353.4, Anm. 3).
^* Cf. sch. A (Arislon.) ad N 197; Vila V (p. 247. 8 Allen = Vitae Homeri et Hesiodi, ed.
Wilamowiiz [Berlin 1916; rp. 1929] 29. 9); R. Pfeiffer, A History of Classical Scholarship
from the Beginnings to the End of the Hellenistic Age (Oxford 1968) 228. Herodian, too,
regarded the Homeric dialect as equivalent to Old Attic: cf. J. Wackemagel, Kleine
Schriften (Gottingen n.d.) 11 1107.
^'Cf. Cohn, RE D.l (1895) *.v. ApoUonios no. 81, 139. 16; D. L. Blank, Ancient
Philosophy and Grammar: The Syntax of Apollonius Dyscolus (Chico, CA 1982).
^ On the reconstruction of this work, cf. R. Reitzenstein, Inedita poetarum Graecorum
fragmenta EI (ind. lect. Rostock 1891) 18 ff.
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is he, rather than Alexander, who has the honor of being the first to propose
the etymology currently favored (< Kcpaq; the stem ending in -p will
account for the original SiKpoov).^'
Alexander's mistake was perhaps to attempt to build a word-family on,
at best, a very tenuous foundation, the only other independent testimony for
Kopoq = KXaSoq being Hsch. k 3655; hence, for instance, LSJ does not
recognize Kopoq in this sense. The word for laurel (usually spelled
KopvGaXiq) is surely related to the cult titles of Apollo (KopvGoc;) and
Artemis {KopvQaX{X)ia), rather than a generic word for branch.
Alexander's connection of Kopeiv and Kopoq with the same root^^ might
seem prima facie more promising in light of (piXeiv/cpiXcx;. However, if the
basic noun stands to the verb's direct object in the relation of an instrument
with which it is treated, one expects a formation in -o\Jv, not -eiv.^^
Together with fr. 9 and test. 5, our fragment preserves what I take to be
the name of Alexander's father, Asclepiades;^ and, like fr. 5, it tells us that
Alexander wrote a Miscellany in at least ten books (cf. test. 5). If the
contents were alphabetically arranged, this might account for SiKpoov and
biiaxoizq being treated in Uie same book, but without further evidence we
cannot be sure.
5. Sch. A ad E 241c: enioxoiEq: tw en(axoi|ii dKoXovSov
eoTi TO inioxoic,, tw 5e ETiiaxoiTiv to eniaxoiriq- Kal I'aax; e5ei
ovTcoq e'xeiv, napecpGapri 5e vnb x&v iieTaxapaKTTjpiadvTcov
TO) 5e xapaKTfjpi yevoiievov o|j.oiov tw "ioitiv" Kal "ocYaYoiiiv'
[5] Tiapd laKcpoi (frr. 169 et 182 Voigt) Kal tw "TieTiayoiTiv'
Tiap' E\)7i6Xi5i (fr. 472 K.-A.) eiKOTCog ePap"OTovT|0T| to
ETiiaxoiTig yev6\ievov eniaxoiec;, ox; AioXikov. ovtco Kal
'AXe^avSpoc; 6 KoTiaevc; ev tw i' tSv navTo5ana)v.
2 ETCioxoiTiv TO eTiioxoiTiq Cobct: inioxoiT\c, to eniaxoiTiv A 5 xw
Bekker: to A
1-2 x^ ETiiaxoifii—ejiiaxoiTiq] cf. Ap. Dysc. et Hdn. apud Choer. Th.
2. 260. 19-20, unde EM 664. 26 (s.v. nepinaxoiiiv) et Eust. 983. 1:
CK xov oxoifii 5e x6 axoir]v 'AxxiKcbQ, 6|ioicoc x© JiepiJiaxoi^i
7i£pv7iaxoiT|v Ktti zoiq b\ioioiq; sch. A ad H 241!? . {xw key) (seel.
Erbse) tniaxoitq: ovxco^ xfiv Ypa(pfiv TcapaxiGexai 6 'HpcoSvavoc;
EV xm i^' xfi; KaGoXou (Hdn. 1. 469. 14; cf. 2. 230. 20) Kal Xiyzi
anb xov ejcioxok; TcX£ovaa^.6v Eivai xov e
-n
ovaxoX-qv xov
^^ Cf. H. Frisk, Griechisches Etymologisches Worterbuch, 3 vols. (Heidelberg 1960-
72) at I 394. s.v. hixpooc,.
^ M. W. Haslam queries whether Kopoi; = KXdSoi; might have been inferred from
Kopeiv.
^ Cf. A. Debrunner, Griechische Wortbildungslehre (Heidelberg 1917) 93 f. and 99 f.
^ Rather than of his teacher, as A. Meineke (Analecta Alexandrina [Berlin 1843] 16)
supposed.
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enicxoiTiq; sch. A*"^ ad E 2416^: ovx(oi; 'Hp(o5iav6(; iniax^^c,
(debuit en{oxoie(;, ut vidit Erbse).
In the Ai6<; dTidxTj Hera offers "Ynsfoq the prospect of fine gifts in
return for collaboration in putting Zeus to sleep (E 238^1):
5wpa 6e xoi Scooco xaXov 6p6vov, a<p9ixov aiei,
Xpvoeov "H<paioxo(; 6e k' e|i.6(; naiq, a.[i(f\yx)r\zic,
xev^Ei acKTjaa^, xtnb be Gpfivuv noalv rioei,
X9 KEv EJiiaxoie^ X,i7iapo\)(; 7i66aq eiXanivd^cov.
At issue in our fragment is the word inicxoiec;, attested here as early as the
third century B.C. (n^' = Pap. Ryl. 49) and assumed by Alexander and
Herodian to be the transmitted text.
Alexander notes that one would expect iniaxoic, (to E7tiaxoi|ii) or etii-
axoir[C, (to eniaxoiriv). He therefore cautiously (iaco<;) moots the possibility
that Eniaxoir\<; ought to have been the reading (enioxoK;, of course, being
metrically excluded) but that it was corrupted in the process of transcription
from Old Attic script, which failed to differentiate between e and t].'^
The modern editor must also face the additional query: Is the reading
ETiiaxoiTi^ plausibly Homeric in light of what we know about the history of
Greek? Now axoi<; is original, oxoiriq an innovation; but how early an
innovation? In the Odyssey we meet cpiXoCri (6 692) and cpopoCri (i 320),
which have been explained as Attic; the Iliad has oxairioav (transmitted
without a variant) at P 733.'^ Wackemagel has argued, however, that, since
the Iliad otherwise has the -it)- formation only for verbs in -[ii, the true
reading at 5 241 is inioxoiaq.^''
Admittedly the evidence is less extensive than one would like.
However, editors including Ludwich, Allen and Mazon are probably rigTit in
preferring Alexander's in\axoir\c,. Note that it is not a "conjecture of the
second century A.D.," as Wackernagel states,^* but an alternative
interpretation of the oldest 7iapd5oai<; and that the parchment reading that
he prefers is attested only in the sixth century A.D. (a fact which he does
not mention).29 Furthermore if eniaxoiTiq strains credibility in spite of
oxairiaav, (piXoiTi and (popoiri, how much less likely is Homer to have
^ This mode of explanation is likely to have been used already by Aristarchus: cf. sch.
A (Ariston.) ad A 104a\ with testimonies adduced by Erbse. I assume, however, that
Alexander learned only the principle, not its application to this passage, from his great
predecessor (via Didymus?).
^ Cf. E. Schwyzer. Griechische Grammalik I (Munich 1953) 794 ff.; P. Chantraine,
Grammaire homerique I (Paris 1958) 463 ff.
^^ J. Wackemagel, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (Gottingen 1916) 14; and
Kleine Schriften (above, note 18) I 806-07.
^ Previous note.
^' Cod. Brit. mus. add. 17210: iniaxoiat;.
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known an miaxoioic, formed on the analogy of the third plural weak aorist
optative -eiav (cf., e.g., Tirmriveiav [r 299], dKovoeiov [B 98, 282])?30
The provenance of our scholium is a difficult problem. Erbse would
assign it, together with the other A-scholia which mention Alexander, to
Porphyry's Quaestiones Homericae; he points to the fact that in his eighth
quaestio Porphyry deals with a problem of textual criticism, just as our
scholium does (cf. fr. 15 below, which displays an interest in the processes
by which the true reading is corrupted similar to that of our fragment) .^^
Van der Valk, however, objects that (a) we have no evidence that Porphyry
dealt with E 241; (b) Porphyry's interest in a textual problem in the eighth
quaestio is an exception; (c) our fragment deals specifically with a
grammatical point, and we know that Porphyry despised grammar and
grammarians; and (d) the citation by work and book number is more precise
than Porphyry is wont to be (but cf. fr. 2)}'^
H. Schrader, on the other hand, assigned this scholium to Herodian.^^
However, if, as I am inclined to believe, at Hdn. 1. 468. 4 Lentz's
reconstruction (based on Ep. alph. [AO 2. 334. 20] and EM 495. 1) is
correct, the prosodical portion of our scholium conflicts with Herodian's
doctrine that the strong aorist optative only of verbs with participles ending
in -(; retains the accent of the primitive; hence, on Herodian's view, one
would in any case expect ETiCaxoieq, not the form £7iiaxo'ie<; implied by
Alexander, so that the supposition of Aeolic barytonesis would be
redundant. If this note had passed through Herodian's hands, one would thus
have expected it to include a corrective along these lines.
In view of the deficiencies of the hypotheses of Porphyrian or
Herodianic provenance, might we be best advised to assign this scholium to
the exegetical commentary which seems the likely source of two other
citations of Alexander in the A-scholia (sc. frr. 1 and 8)?^"*
c. Ex opere incerto
6. EM 77. 7 (s.v. a^idna^-o^^^): eaxiv o\)v d^ineX.o'u xi Yevo<;.
01 6e TTiv EOTtepiov axacp-oXriv- 'AXe^av6po(; tt]v tdPoiSpaaxov
A,eYEi.
2 TTiv dPovpaaxov] zr\\i dpovfiaaxov PT: xt^v anJieXov
PovPaoxov vel Poupdoxeiov Sturz
^° Cf. R. Janko (above, note 8) ad loc., who arrives at a similar conclusion.
3* Cf. Erbse (above, note 1) 97-98.
" Van der Valk (above, note 8) I 113-14.
^^ H. Schrader, Porphyrii Quaeslionum Homericarum ad fliadem perlinentium reliquiae
(Leipzig 1880) 379.
This is the alternate possibility mooted (with a query) in Erbse's edition. The
citation of Eupolis, ill adapted to the argument, may be a later addition (so M. W. Haslam).
" On the accent, cf. Hdn. 2. 762. 6 = Choer. 7/i. 1. 331. 4.
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Cf. Hsch. a 3425: a^d^a^vq: a|a.JieXoq, f\ yivoc, <5xa<f>vXr\q- eiprixai
6e Kttl ejci x^^^o^ tivo(;, 6-6o PaKiripiaiq -ujio tdq p.aaxdXaq
ep£v5o^.€vov Kttl eKKpe^.d^.evov exovxo<; xov 7c65a dx; potpvv.
The compiler of the EM adds our fragment immediately after a
Methodian gloss (s.v. a\id]xa^-oq) which he copied from the Et. Gen.^ Our
material has been thought likely to derive from Diogenianus in view of the
similar definitions presented by Hesychius and the EM;^"^ if that is so,
Diogenianus, who was his contemporary,^^ is the earliest author to cite
Alexander. The word was used by Sappho (fr. 173 Voigt) and Epicharmus
(Fa Kttl QaXcLooa, fr. 24 Kaibel) and in a comic scene described at Hsch.
a 3425; in addition, \)/et)5a|xd^a^'u<; appears at Ar. Vesp. 326 (cf. sch. ad
loc.). What was meant by those who called the d|id|ia4'oq tj eG7iepio<;
oioLipvX-f] is obscure enough;^' but Alexander's remark is corrupt
(dpovPaoTov being vox nihili), with no remedy in sight (the connection
with Bot)j3aaTi(;, the Egyptian equivalent of Artemis [cf. Hdt. 2. 137. 5]
implied by Sturz's conjectures is far from clear).
7. Et. Gen. (A), unde EM 145. 38 (s/v. ap^idTEiov \izKo(^
[Eur. Or. 1384]): . . . dA,Xoi 6e oxi 6 rixoq xot) dp|iatO(; o^ix;
Kttl Xznxoc, YivExai- xov o\>\ o^^v Kal Xenxov (pGoyYov
dp^dxeiov EK TO-UTOX) 6 E'upi7i{5Ti<; eKaA^eae- Kal z\)\o\)xo\
[5] eiodyei Xeyovxa- xoiamai 5e xcov euvo-oxcov a'l 9(Dvai.
ovxco Ai6'U)iO(; (p. 245 Schm.) Kal 'A^e^avSpoq. I r\ napa xov
dp|i6v, o ormalvei xov n6Xe\iov zr[ xcov Op-uycov SiaXeKxo)
(pTjal naXap.T|6Ti<;. I laxopei 6 x-qv kco|iiktiv Ai^iv axJvaYaywv
M£665io<;.
Cf. sch. TB Eur. Or. 1384 (1. 220. 21 Schwartz): 'AnoXXoboipoq 6
K'upTivaiO(; (fr. IDyck) TtapeniypacpTiv Xiyzi Eivai to fctpHoSiov w
"lX.iovt. el 5e r\v TtapejiiypacpTi, ana^ ctv enEypdcpexo {x6 "IXiov
dncoXexo}. e'vioi 5e xov EK7ce7iTi5T|K6xa ^puya et)vot»x6v <paaiv
eivai, xovi; 6£ e\)vo'6xo'*^<; CTtieiKcbq o^ucpcovo'oc; oTcdpxevv. x6 oov
o^^xovov dp|i.dx£iov a\)x6v <pdvai 5id x6 xov -ujia^oviov xSv
dpiidxcov Tixov dvaxexanevov xe Kal o^vv eivai. oxi 61
evvo^xoi; tJv, (prjai- "oiSxe <ydp> yuvq ni<p\)Kac„ ovx' ev
dv6pdoiv o\) y' el" (1528)- Kal naXiv "o^h ydp Pofi<; oKovoav
"Apyoq e^eyelpexai" (1530). eiol 5e Kal aX/iai aixiai ac,
EKxiBexai 6 -unonvTmaxiadp-evoq.
^^ Ed. at R. Reitzenstein, Geschichte der griechischen Etymologika (Leipzig 1897) 13.
20.
" Cf. Erbse (above, note 1) 97.
^* 5m. 8 1140: . . . yeyovox; . . . knx *A6piavo\) PaaiXeox;; cf. Cohn, RE V.l
(1903) 778. 10 ff.
'' Cf. L. Dindorf. Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 1.2 (Paris 1831-56) 20d.
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Our fragment has reached the etymologica via the fifth-century
lexicographer Methodius,'*" who is expressly cited. Methodius is likely to
have used an Atticist source, which, in turn, found the comment in the
riavtoSand (the 'E^TiyriTiKd not being known to have dealt with authors
other than Homer). Sch. Eur. Or. 1384 preserves (via Didymus, who is
expressly cited: to dp^idxeiov )i.eXoq 6 Ai6^))i6<; (pTjoiv cbvojidoGai . , .
,
1. 220. 9 Schwartz) a more detailed version of the same doctrine (though the
scholium's last sentence shows that it, too, is curtailed). Alexander has
simply taken over from Didymus an interpretation of the use of dpudteiov
at Or. 1384; Didymus' own work is largely of value as a collection of the
views of his predecessors; we have no way of gauging his originality in this
matter, however.'*^ Furthermore, Alexander shows no awareness of the
possibility that Apollodorus of Cyrene had raised, namely that Or. 1384
might be a stage direction that crept from the margin into the text.'*^
8. Sch. A"" ad A li: <*kx\Xr\o<^:> 6 KoTia£\)(; '"AxvXfioq," 6id
to ^lETpov Ev X. Ypdcpev Kai ydp to Kd|iav6po<; dvtl tot>
lKd)iav5po(; -^pai^zxai.
1 le. add. Erbse 2 yap Erbse: //// A 3 Yp(d<pExai) Erbse, Beitr. 96:
Yp(d<peo9ai) Erbse in ed.
1-2 *AxiXtio(;
—
Ypd<p£i] cf. sch. DAT ad A \h: nTiX,Tiid5e(o
'kX\kr\oz,: ovxax; dvaYvcooxeov 5i' £v6q \ 5ia x6 nexpov xai 5ia
x6 axoq (6 eaxi Xvjitiv) eneveyKeiv xoi(; 'IXievaiv. oi 6e napa x6
lATi OiYE^v xei^oi xpoipfji; (debuit x^^^^ vel X^^^is' o ^^"^^ ^po<pTi(;, ut
vidit Erbse)- oXdiC, yap o\> fiexeaxe "iCLkaKioo;, Ep. ad A IE (cum
test.); Tz. Ex. 61. 3: 'kxxX^oc,: ev X, o\> 6ia x6 ^£xpov, KaGd
xivEi; (pdaKo-oaiv, dXXa 5id xe x6 dxoq e^noieiv 'IXieiioi koi 5id
x6 X'^Xfi^ a|j.oipov eivai . . . ; sim. Tz. laudatus sch. Lye. 797; Eust.
14. 8: oxi ©ojiep 'OS-uaoevi; noxe ^£v 5id Svo oo napa x^
TioiTixfi, TioxE 5e 5i' kvoq, wq ^£xd xat»xa <pavT|0£xai, oiSxco xai
'AxiXXevc;, evxav>0a hev ev x© "nriX,-nid6£a) 'AxiXfio(;" Kal
dXXaxov 51 5i' kvbc, EKcpcovEixai X, ev jiXeiooi be. xojiok; 5vo X<X>
(corr. Haslam) exei- EJcoYcovi^ovxai be. aXXoi jiev xfi xo\) kvoq,
EXEpoi be. xfi x©v bio X Ypacpfi, xct )j.£v 5-uo xiGevxei; f[ anb xou
dxoq idXXEiv -hyovv X-utctjv £|j.pdXXEiv, . . . t^ Kaxd 7iX£ovaop.6v
xo\) exepo-o X 6id x6 eixptovoxepov, . . . xw 8£ evl X
O'0vnYopoiivxE(; Ttpcoxov ^.ev ek xfi!; dvaXoYia<;, wa fi 0|iovov xa»
'OiXevq, ^aaiXe-oq- elxa e^ £xv^oXoYia<;, (oq anb xov dxo(; zoic,
^Cf. C. Wendel. RE XV.2 (1932) 1380. 22 ff., esp. 1381. 20 ff.
*^ Cf. Pfeiffer (above, note 18) 274 ff.; on the Euripidean commenuries in particular, p.
277.
*^ For Apollodorus' date (prior to the first-century A.D. lexicographer Pamphilus, who
quotes him), cf. A. Dyck. "On ApoUodorus of Cyrene." //SCP 85 (1981) 106; E. Hoffmann-
Aleith. RE XVm.3 (1949) 336. 44 (Pamphilos no. 25). The problem is still debated: cf.
Euripides, Orestes, ed. C. W. Willink (Oxford 1986) ad loc., with literature there cited.
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'iXievoiv . . . yeveoGai- f\ anb xo\> a oxepT|TiKOv Kal tov x^^^'i
. . .
2-3 x6 KajiavSpoc;
— YP«<P£^«'^1 cf. sch. h ad O 223 (laud.
Erbse ad loc); sch. D.T. 351. 8: "nSiq ovv," endyo'uai, "ndXiv to ok
Koivfiv elpyaoaTo, dx; ev x© 'o\)6e EKOtjiavSpoq tkriyev' (O 305)
KOI TO C, binXovv 6v ev tw 'oi xe ZdKi)v9ov evaiov' (B 634);"
npbc, o\>c, <panev, £nei6-n dvayKTi riv ndvxax; xct 6v6|iaxa
EvxeGfivai XTi noiriaei, a ndvxcoc; evxiSe^^eva x^^ov eipyd^exo
xov oxixov Kal 5id x6 xpei'^Sec; jiexpoi) Kaxeppovnaev 6
noiiixrii;; ibid. 506. 4; Eust. 255. 29 (cum Valkii adn.): on|J-eifi>aai Se
6x1 6 lKd|iav5po(; Svoxepwi; £v ^.expo) e'xcov Tiapeicpeeiv npcoiK©
eKaivoxojiT|0Ti e^ dvdyKTi^ napd xov jioitixov.
This fragment represents a stage in the efforts of ancient grammarians
to bring the spelling and prosody of Homeric proper names under a common
denominator. It is surprising that Alexander is singled out for the spelling
'AxiXfjoc; in A 1, which is that both of the vulgate and the scholastic
tradition (cf. sch. D ad loc.).'*-' In any case, others (like sch. D, Tzetzes,
Eustathius and others) sought an etymological, rather than a metrical,
justification.
The name of the river Scamander could not have been used in hexameter
verse if the initial gk- caused a preceding short syllable to lengthen.
Accordingly, in all twelve passages in which it occurs in the the Iliad the a
fails to make position and a variant spelling with k- is attested."*** The
reading with ok- is attested at P. Heid. 1262a (= n^^, 3rd century B.C.) at O
305. '^^ Alexander provides a terminus ante quern for the spelling
Kdp.ocvSpoc; in Homer.
The rule formulated at sch. h ad O 223 whereby only verbs beginning
with OK- or C,-, but not nouns, lengthen the previous syllabic is
inadequate: it introduces an alien element (part of speech) into metrical
calculations;'*^ and what about 0Ke5dvv\)m/Ke5dw\)^i?'*^ More promising
is the approach of K. Strunk, who argues that the prosody § ok- takes
advantage of a reminiscence of a dialect in which ok had been assimilated to
^' On the spelling itself, cf. M. W. Haslam, "Homeric Words and Homeric Metre: Two
Doublets Examined (XeCpWeiPo), yaia/aia)," Glotta 54 (1976) 206 n. 12.
^ E 36. 77. 774, H 329. A 499. M 21. 9 74. <& 124. 223. 305. 603. X 148; the same
is true of the name iKandvSpioq derived from it (Z 402); M. W. Haslam compares the
treatment of the form OKcnapvov at e 237 and i 39 1 . where the a likewise fails to make
position.
*^ Cf. S. West. The Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer, Papyrologica Coloniensia 3 (Cologne
and Opladen 1967) 138.
*^ M. W. Haslam raises the interesting possibility that h's rule may have arisen from a
misunderstanding of xct ovonaxa at sch. D.T. 351. 8 (cited above).—For a similarly
misguided introduction of part of speech into ancient prosodical doctrine, cf. J.
Wackemagel (above, note 18) 11 1105.
*' Erbse (above, note 1) 96 n. 2. therefore rightly assumes this note to be a late
invention.
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K and cites corresponding short forms and papyrus evidence for a personal
name K(X}x(^)ocv6po<;.'**
Erbse assigned our scholium to Porphyry's Quaestiones Homericae,^^
more perhaps because of fr. 3b above than the nature of our fragment itself
(it has no correspondence in Porphyry's extant work; nor is it clear what
kind of ^T|TTma could have accommodated it). It is argued above (ad frr. 1
and 5) that we should in any case assume that some of the citations of
Alexander in the A-scholia derive from an exegetical commentary, a
hypothesis which would also suit this fragment well.
9.Et. Gen. (AB) s.v. axvTi,unde Et. Gud. d2 251. 18 Stef. et
EM 181. 55: ... 'AXe^avSpoq Se 6 xot) *AaKX,Ti7iid6o'u Xeyei
auTTiv Ttapa tov di^co \)iiXko\xa eivai, ax; xe-uxco texvri, Kal
(XTIoPoXt] TOt) I.
2 6 TOV ctaKX. A: om. B 2-3 "kiyzx a-uxTjv post \i.iX'kavia. hab. B 3
texvTi B: xevxiiv Kal A I xai A: om. B 4 i A: -o B
3 Tiapct TOV di^co] cf. Et. Orion. G (23. 12). I te^xco texvri] cf. Et.
Orion. H (616. 44); EM 755. 56, cui sim. Zon. 1720; Eust. 178. 5,
421. 36, 575. 33.
If, as LSJ contends, the basic meaning of dxvTi is "anything that comes
off the surface," then Alexander's etymology from the verb meaning "shoot,
dart" has at least some semantic plausibility. However, the supporting
analogy is inadequate; for, as M. W. Haslam observes, xexv-q is not formed
from TEt)4o>, nor does di^co have a present *dixco. Not surprisingly, then,
Alexander's etymology failed to find favor either in Byzantine or modem
times.
The Byzantines preferred the etymology from e'xco ( . . . dexTivn xiq
ovoa, f) \ir\ 5\)vap.ev'n exeoOoti Kal KpaxEioGai 6id to XenTOfiepec; Kal
dto^iov: Et. Gen.; cf. test, cited by Erbse ad sch. bT ad A 307c). Modem
etymologists allow a connection either with dx^pov, "chaff," or with the
root in Latin agna ("ear of grain") and Gothic ahana ("chaff) plus the -snd
sufrix.50
Probably this fragment, like Alexander's other etymologies (frr. 4, 11,
12), belongs to the navxo6and (fr. 4 above being expressly attested for
that work). In Et. Orion, the gloss s.v. dxvri occurs within a group of
glosses interpolated into the section from Philoxenus. I suspect that
Orion's gloss on dxvTj may derive from Herodian, as seems likely in the
case of fr. 4. The Et. Gen. will have drawn on a more detailed Orion gloss
** K. Slrunk, "Sprachliches und Prosodisches zur mykenischen Orthographie," IF 66
(1961) 164 f.
*' Erbse (above, note 1) 96, and, with a question mark, ad sch. A \i.
^°Cf. H. Frisk (above, note 21) s.v. axvti; P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire elymologique
de la langue grecque: Histoire des mots, 4 vols. (Paris 1968-80) s.v. axvti-
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than is now extant Note that the mention of Alexander's father's name also
binds fragments 4 and 9 together.
10a. Choer. Th. 2. 108. 31: '0 5e 'AAi^avSpoq 6 KoTvaex)^
Gau^aaiox; avxb ax'n|xat{^Ei- Xeyei yap oti noXka prmaxa
anb xox) \iiXXovioc, jiapdyovxai Eiq xov iveoxSixa, Kal
xpinovGi TO a Eiq to x ^1 ei<; xo k, oiov o^itb G^irpoi ofXTixo) (e^ ov
[5] TO o|XT|^to), 6X6) oXego) oXekco- outcck; ovv ek toO Seioco
^.£XXoVTO<; EYEVETO 6 EVEOTOX; 5eiK(0 KttTa TpOTl-qV TOt) a £l<;
TO K, Kal EK XO\> 5eIKC0 XoiTlOV (XKoXovGcoq 6 jIEOOq
7iapaKEi|a.Evo<; 5e5oiKa, cooTtEp Xeitcco XiXoina, XeiPco
XiXoi^a, 71E10CO 7i£7ioi6a.
10b, Et. Gen. (AB), unde EM 253. 9: 6£6oiKa: eoti 5£i6co, oiov
[11] "6e{5o) |J.Ti Ti TidGco"- To-uTov 6 |i£ao<; napaKEijiEvoq
6£5oi5a Kal 5id ttiv inaXXr[Xiav twv 5 ETpditTi to EoxotTOv
5 e'lq K Kal yEyovE SfiSoiKa. I 6 6£ 'AXi^avSpoc, 6 KoT-ua£\)(;
Qav\iaoi(oc, dnoXoYEuai Xiyiov oti TtoXXa pTjiiaTd eioiv djio
[15] IXeXXoVTCOV Eiq EVEOTQTac; IJ-ETttYO^EVa Kal TpETtOVTa TO
T[ eic, xb xr[ eiq to k, oiov ojiw aiiTjoco o\Jir\xGi ojiri^co, oXGi
oXeoco oXekcd- oliTcoq o\)v Kal EK xov bEiavi h-eA-Xovtoc;
EYEVETO 6 EVEOTOX; SeiKCO Kal EK TOVTOU 6 \lioOC,
7iapaKEi|iEvo<; 6£8oiKa. I 6id ti ydp Seikco eyeveto Kal o-u
[20] Seixco; ETiEiS-q oiL)6£7ioT£ Ttt eIc; %(£> pTi^aTa GeXo-uoi T-fi El
5i(p06YY<i> TiapaXriYEoOai, nXr\\/ xox) oteixco Xeixo). oIStcoc;
ZrivoPioq.
1 KOfoavevq O 6 eyevexo] eYivexo C 11 jidGco] fort. JcdGriai ut A
470 (cf. anon, ad EM 253. 11) 12 5e5oi5a B: 5e6oiKa a'i twv B:
xo\) A 13 ante k hab. A x6 I yeyove A: y^vexai B 15 )xeX,A,6vx(ov]
lieXXovxc^ A I ^ExaY6^£va] napa- B 16 prior r[ cm. B 19 xi A:
xovxo B I post SeiK© hab. A pfi|ia
Cf. ad Ep. ad A 555.
At issue is the form 6£5oiKa. For the first question about it, viz. its
classification as to tense and voice, Choeroboscus has found an answer to
his satisfaction in Apollonius: It is perfect middle, changed from 5£6oi5a
because of the juxtaposition of the three d sounds (Choer. Th. 2. 108. 20 =
Ap. Dysc. 3. 107. 42). Choeroboscus then goes on to explain that the third
5 was changed because, owing to the nature of the perfect reduplication, a
change of either of the first two deltas would have entailed change of the
other and thereby a total change in the appearance and sound of the word.
He then goes on to cite the "remarkable" analysis of Alexander, who sees
5£5oiKa as a regular perfect middle to 6£ikco, formed on future 6Eiaco, like
oXGi oAiato oXeko). By the way, the 7idGo<; by which a present form was
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derived from the future was not uncommonly used by the ancients; cf., e.g.,
Ep. ad A 490.
1 have focussed on Choeroboscus' presentation, since it gives a clearer
notion of the grammatical context in which Alexander's remark was quoted
than does the excerpt in the Et. Gen. Both Choeroboscus and Et. Gen. s.v.
5e5oiKa are likely, however, to derive from the same source, namely
Zenobius' commentary on Apollonius' 'PTm.atiK6v.5i Choeroboscus'
dependence on Zenobius was made likely by Reitzenstein, who compared
Choeroboscus' discussion of lp,doaco {Th. 2. 154. 17) with Et. Gen. s.vv.
ivdoato and i^idaacD.^^ I suspect that Alexander's "remarkable" opinion
was already cited (and rejected) by his contemporary, Apollonius Dyscolus;
it seems much less likely to have been dredged up by Zenobius centuries
later."
11. Et. Gen. (AB), unde EM 277. 8: 6ivcoToiaiv (F 391):
dnb xov 6iva) tot) a'uoxpe(pto. xopvE-uxoiq r\ OTpoyyuA,oi(; anb xr\q
Twv KX,ivo7t65tov 7t£pi(pepEia(;. 'AAi^av5po<; 6 Kofuae-oq.
2 alt. Tov Erbse: x6 AB 3 aXi^avbpoq — A: om. B
Cf. sch. D ad r391: Sivcotovcti: fixoi tietcoikiX^evok; ti koxoc
ovoxpocpfiv xExopve-uiievoK;; Ap. S. 59. 5: 5ivcoxoioi Xexeeaoi:
oxpoYY-uXoii;, ctno xfi(; xwv kX,ivoji65(ov TiEpwpepEiaq; Et. Orion. G
(44. 1; in sede scholiorum Horn.): SivcoxTJ (6ivaxri G: corr. Larcher):
nEpi<pEpri(;, EoiKvia 6iv(p (dSivco G, corr. Larcher), o eoxi xopvco.
bivoc, Se 6 xopvoq napct x6 5ivEia9ai koI KVKXovaGai (SovEioSai
Kai KoXovaGai G, corr. Larcher); sch. bT ad N 407a; ad Ep. Horn. 6
48 (= AO I. 114. 10) eius editionis quam praeparo.
The form 6ivcoxoiai occurs in the Homeric poems only at this place
(but cf. 5iva)xf|v at N 407 and t 56), where Aphrodite seeks to lure Helen
back to Paris' chamber in spite of his debacle in the p.ovoji,ax{a with
Menelaus (F 390 ff.):
"5evp' lO'- 'AiXi^avbpoq oe kqXei oikovSe veeoGoi.
^1 H. Duentzer, De Zenodoti studiis Homericis (Gottingen 1848) 14-16, had the merit
of observing that, apart from four passages dealing with voces Homericae where Zenodotus
was clearly meant, the t,V[ compendium in the EM should be resolved as ZrivoPioq. The
fragments of this work were assembled by G. Schoemann, De Zenobii commentario
Rhematici Apolloniani (progr. Danzig 1881); our fragment is no. 12 at pp. 11-12.
"Reitzenstein (above, note 36) 361-62.
^^On Apollonius' date, cf. Cohn, RE U.l (1895) 136. 32 ff. Unlike the younger
grammarian Choeroboscus, our Zenobius does not enjoy his own RE article; H. Garmer, RE
X A (1972) 12. 10 ff., suggests that our Zenobius may be the author of iAP 9. 7 1 1 in honor
of a ihetorician named Victor, if Sulpicius Victor (4th century) is the honoree in question;
note, however, that, as Reitzenstein (above, note 36) 362 showed by reference to Et. Gen.
s.v. ovStic, = EM 639. 16, Zenobius was contemporary with or younger than John
Philoponus (6th century), whom he criticized.
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Keivo(; o Y* ev Qa}ua\i(o koI 5ivcoxoioi "Kixtaai,
KaXXei xe oxiX,P(ov koi eiVotoiv ..."
Alexander's interpretation of 6ivq>t6<; as a verbal adjective to 6iva) is
implicit in the D-scholium to F 391; and the agreement in wording of Alex-
ander's explanation with that of Apollonius Sophista is striking. As
terminus ante quem for the latter we have only the fact that he is cited by
Herodian.^"* However, it is more likely that Alexander has copied from
Apollonius (whose Lexicon survives in a shortened version only) than vice
versa, since, although Apollonius names a good many sources,^^ Alex-ander
is not among them, Apion being the latest source that Apollonius does cite.
Apollonius will have been influenced here, as elsewhere, by the D-scholia
(or rather their ancient predecessor, the scholia minora).^^
It is tempting to believe, with Erbse,^'' that Alexander's comment was
taken from the 'E^TiyriTiKd, but since the IlavToSaTid, too, dealt with a
Homeric ana^ XEyo^evov (cf. fr. 5), certainty is unobtainable. Nor is it
possible to determine the source from which the Et. Gen. gleaned this
information.^^
12. EM 294. 7 (s.v. Scdxwti [I 155, 297, i 268]): 'AXi^avbpoc,
5e cruv0etov eivai Tqv Xe^iv Tiapd to x-qv 56oiv tCveiv, iv' fi ti
dOTOxivop.£VT| Soou;.
2 56aiv] -iq D
Cf. sch. D ad I 155: Soatlvrioi: Scopeaiq.
We may assume that Alexander was familiar with the explanation of
5(oxivT| given in the D-scholium to I 155. His etymology both accounts
for the -xiv- element and at the same time adds the idea of "paying what
one owes"^' appropriate to the earliest occurrence of the word in the passage
where Agamemnon promises Achilles his choice of one of his three
daughters in marriage and seven fortified towns (nxoXieQpa) as a dowry if
he will return to batUe (1 154-56 ~ 296-98):
ev 5' av5pe(; vaiovai noXvpprivef;, noX'uPovxai,
oi KE e ScoxivTiai Geov c6<; xiixTjoo-oai
Kai ol vnb OKTjicxpq) X,inapa(; xeXiovoi Sejiiaxaq.
^ Cf. Cohn. RE n.l (1895) 135. 60 ff.
^* Fifteen to be exact; cf. the detailed discussion by H. Schenck, Die Quellen des
Homerlexikons des Apollonios Sophistes (Hamburg 1961) 13 ff.
^^ Cf. H. Gattiker, Das Verhdltnis des Homerlexikons des Apollonios Sophistes zu den
Homerscholien (diss. Zurich 1945) 50-65; K. Steinicke, Apollonii Sophistae Lexicon
Homericum (diss. Gottingen 1957) xvii-xxi; Schenck (previous note) 146 ff. gives a
paradigmatic source-analysis of glosses on ten pages of Bekker's edition.
5^ Erbse (above, note 1) 98 n. 1.
* Erbse ad sch. P 391a mentions Orus with a question mark (because of fr. 14?).
^' Cf. LSJ s.v. x{va> I, s.v. otno D.4, s.v. dnoTivaj 1.1-2.
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These 5ciyxivai are clearly, as Leumann remarks, "am Grundstiick haftende
Abgaben."^ In the Odyssey 6an{vTi twice appears as a gift to be given by
host to guest (i 268, X 352).
This etymology, like Alexander's derivation for 6iKpo(o)v (fr. 4), has
found favor in neither medieval nor modem times. More influential in
Byzantium were the two alternative etymologies recorded at Choer. Orth.
(191. 12): (a) 5tbao), 6toaivTi, 6coTivn; (b) SESoxai, Soxoq, 6ot{vt|,
5cmivn, both repeated (without mention of Alexander's hypothesis) at Et.
Gen. (AB) s.v. 6onivTi (~ Zon. 588) and Et. Gud. 387. 18 Slef.;^! the EM
has sandwiched Alexander's view between these two. One wonders whether
it might have been, again, Herodian who saved the doctrine of his elder
contemporary for posterity; Herodian himself was, after all, not averse to
bold compounds.^^
Modem comparative Unguists see 5anivri as an old formation from the
word for gift, 5tb<; or *6tbT-(;, and the suffix (x)iv-, possibly a
backformation from a genitive *5caxivo(;.^3
13.Eust. 859. 50: ioxeov 6e Kal oxi xov irjxfipa ol p.E0*
"Oji-npov iTjxpov xe Xiyovai Kal iaxpov, Kal oxi o\i p.6vov Kaxa
yevoq dppeviKov laxpoq, aXka Kal 0tiA.\)k65<;. (prial yovv Ai'Xwx;
Aiovvoioq (i 1) iaxpov yuvaiKa, "AXe^ic, 5e (fr. 318 K.)
[5] idxpiav. f| 8e iaxpCvTi o\)x 'EXXtivikov, (prioi. Tiapd 5e
xoiq TexviKoiq Keixai Kal oxi 6 |iev "^Qpoq (p. 42 Ritschl) ovx
'EXh\v\.Kr[v Xe^w x^v iaxpivTjv Eiva{ (pTjaiv, 'AXit^ctybpoc, Se 6
KoxxvaEvq, npbc, ocKpipEiav XaX&v, \iT\ 'Axxiktiv Eivai avx-qv
Xiyei.
Cf. Choer. Orth. (170. 33 ~ Hdn. 2. 456. 26): 'ASpriaxivTi. Ainxivn:
. . . x6 XI I- xa yap 5ia xo\> ivrj ^ovoYevfl, \it[ yevo^eva dno
CTtiGexcov Kvpia, dnooxpe(povTai xtiv 8id it[<; ei 5i(p96yyoD
ypa9Tiv, oiov 'QKeavivri, Evtivivt), laxpivri Kal xd ofioia; An.
Orth. 163. 23-24: xd 5e [sc. 6id xov tivt]] hntp y' ovXXaPdq 5ia
xov I- AirixivTi, 'A5pTiaxivTi, 'QKeavivT], Evtivivti, K-opriKivTi,
iaxpivTi . . .
This fragment is unique in dealing, not with a textual problem,
definition or etymology but exclusively with a question of usage. Here, as
elsewhere, Eustathius displays familiarity with the Atticist lexicon of
^° M. Leumann, Homerische Worter (Basel 1950) 280; he goes on to suggest that
SciKiva as "rent in kind" at IG IV 841. 18, 21 (Calauria, 3rd cent. B.C.) may be a semantic
development from this passage.
^^ Cf. also Eust. 743. 44, who merely notes the lengthening of the first vowel of
ScoxivTi.
•'^Cf., e.g.. P. Egenolff, "Zu Lentz* Herodian m." Philol. 62 (1903) 57-59; Dyck.
Glotta 55 (1977) 225-27 CitpQiJioq < i<pi + e\)ji6(;).
" Cf. H. Frisk (above, note 21) s.v. 6{8(oni; E. Schwyzer (above, note 26) I 465 n. 5.
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Alexander's contemporary, Aelius Dionysius,^ who made the point that
iaxpoq can be common to both genders,^ cited Alexis for the form idxpia
but denied that iaxpivri was Greek. Eustathius also used, however, another
source which quoted Orus and Alexander and which, it is agreed, he refers to
by the periphrasis o'l TexviKoi. While Reitzenstein argued that Eustathius
thus refers to an otherwise unknown collection of Atticist excerpts,^ it is
generally agreed today that napa xoig TexviKoiq is rather an allusion to
Choeroboscus, who (among others) is elsewhere so referred to^'' and is the
source of Eustathius' other two citations of Orus.^^ Presumably the remark
will have stood in a more nearly complete version of Choeroboscus'
Orthography than is now extant Qrus, in turn, will have cited Alexander,^^
as in fr. 14.
Atticism was certainly in the air in Alexander's lifetime, as the activity
of Aelius Dionysius and Herodian^^ attests; it therefore seems likely that his
remark on iaxpivri was prompted by Atticist interests (a reply to Aelius
Dionysius?).^^ We do not know whether he cited evidence in support of his
position, though he certainly could have (cf. LSJ s.v. iaxpCvTj).
14. Et. Gen. (AB), unde EM 664. 39: JiepippiiSTi^: oiov
"7cepippT|5-n(; 6e xpane^p" (x 84). AB Tiepippayeic;, nepipp-ueiq.
ouxcoc; 'AXe^avSpoq 6 Koxiaetx;. Ilio*; 5e (fr. 14 Hiller)
TtEpicpepriq, 7iEpippv)T|(;. ''i^pcx; (om. Ritschl). A EM
4 (bpoq EM: om. A
Cf. sch. D ad x 84: TcepippriSriq: nepiKXaaGelq r\ 7t£pippaY£{(;- ti
jiepippe6p.£vo(; ti jiepipp-oeiq r\ Jiepicpepriq; Ap. S. 130. 7;
TcepippiiSri^: Ttcpipprjao^evo^, 7cepiKeKXao|ievo(;. pe^xiov Se
^ Cf. H. Erbse, Untersuchungen zu den attizistischen Lexika, Abh. der Deutschen
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Philos.-hist. Kl., Jg. 1949. 2 (BerUn 1950) 1 ff.
^^ For iaxpoc, as feminine, cf. Plut. mor. 143d, Ath. 636a.
" Reitzenstein (above, note 36) 389.
^^ Cf. K. Alpers, Das altizistische Lexikon des Oros: Untersuchung und kritische
Ausgabe der Fragmente, SGLG 4 (Berlin and New York 1981) 82-83, who finds that in aU
other passages which refer to oi TexviKo{ Reitzenstein 's interpretation is excluded.
^ Namely 837. 44 (^fjTpeiov) from Choer. Orth. 215. 27 (possibly via Et. Gen. [AB]
s.v. ^ritpeiov) and 857. 42 (Xecov) from Choer. Orth. 235. 32; cf. L. Cohn. De
Aristophane Byzantio et Suetonio Tranquillo Eustathi auctoribus, Jahrbb. f. cl. Philol., ed.
A. Fleckeisen, 12. Supplbd. (Leipzig 1881) 295 n. 23, and RE VI.l (1907) 1474. 2 ff.;
Alpers (previous note) 81 n. 12. Cf. in general also Erbse (above, note 1) 97 n. 2, and van
der Valk ad Eust. 859. 52.
^' Kaxa OpuvCxou, Kata oxoixeiov has been seen as the work of Orus in question:
cf. F. Ritschl, De Oro et Orione commentatio (Bratislava 1834) 42; R. Reitzenstein, Der
Anfang des Lexikons des Photios (Leipzig and Berlin 1907) xlix; C. Wendel, RE XVm.l
(1942) 1178. 49 ff.; perhaps, however, this should be modified slightly to Orus* Atticist
work later used by himself in his Orthography, cf. Alpers (above, note 67) 80-83.
^°Cf. Reitzenstein (above, note 36) 371 ff.
'I Cf. L. Cohn. "Der Atticist Philemon." Philol. 57 (1898) 365.
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nexa<popiKco(; 7r£plppe6^cvoq• pdXXexai yap Kai to noxripiov
Kpaxwv, ojq ajia xr[ Ttooei JtepippeioGai neoovxa. 6 5e
'Apioxapxoq oxpoPriBelq 7t£pi<pepTiq e'jiece xfi xpaTie^ri, mq
nepiKXaoGnvai Jiepi avxrjv "TcepippTiSriq 5e xpane^ri /
Kdjineoev" (x 84-85); sch. Ap. Rh. 1. 431a: JcepippTi5Ti(;
Kep(deaavv): tn\ jipoaonov neG' bp^ir\c, Kaxev£x8ei(;, ETcippayel^
elq to{)^Jlpoo9ev, r\ enevexOeic; <ti> (suppl. Haslam) dvxi xov
7l£pl<pcp6^evo(;, ©q koi napd xw nonixfi- "jiepippriSfi^ Se xpane^ri
/ KdnrcEoev" (x 84-85). 'Avxtjiaxoc; 5£ (fr. 190 Wyss) x6 Kaxd
kvkXov iieoEiv ovxo) Xeyei. vvv 5e dvxl xo\> E7C€vex0ei(; eiq x6
enJipooGev; Eust. 1920. 30: negippiiSTiq 8e 6 ippavxia\iivoq
ai'naxi, ojq djio xov pd^co, nepi o{) npoEiprixai (sc. 912. 22, 1469.
3), ov 5£\)XEpO(; d6pioxo(; Eppa5ov, o6ev 6 nEpippTiStji;.
The first question that this fragment raises is that of the relation of the
two grammarians cited, Alexander and Pius. Now Hiller dates Pius to the
end of the second or beginning of the third century, with the terminus post
quem derived from the fact that Pius is not cited by Herodian.'^^ j^ order for
that argument to have force, however, it would have to be shown that Pius
offered material relevant to Herodian's interests. But, in fact, none of Pius'
fragments bears upon prosody, which was the focus of Herodian's preserved
work on the Homeric text.'^^ More telling perhaps is the fact that Pius'
work was not cited by Nicanor, who lived under Hadrian and might well
have been interested in Pius' punctuation of ^ 55 (fr. 6 Hiller).'''*
Furthermore Hiller's terminus ante quem is given by Orus' citation; but
Orus is nowadays dated to the fifth, not to the first half of the third,
century.''^
It is worth considering whether the grammarian's name may provide a
clue to his date. Like, for instance, the Thucydidean biographer
Marcellinus, Pius bears, in Greek fashion, a single name, even though the
name itself is Roman. I suspect that the grammarian takes his name from
the emperor Antoninus Pius, who adopted the agnomen upon ascending the
throne in 138.''^ Pius' case is evidently not parallel with that of Aelius
''^
E. Hiller, "Der Grammatiker Pius und die dnoXoyCai npoq xdq aQev(\a£ic;
•Apiaxdpxov," P/ii/o/. 28 (1869) 93-94; the question of Pius' date is left open by D.
Strout and R. French. RE XX.2 (1950) 1891. 26 ff.. s.v. Pius no. 2.
^' Namely the 'IXiaioi and '05\)ooeiaKTi npooa)5{ai, preserved in extensive excerpts
in the scholia on the respective poems; some of the content of these works was doubtless
repeated—and not merely in Lentz's reconstruction—in the Ka9oXiKTi npooa)6{a. The
one doctrine of Pius that might have interested Herodian is that preserved in fr. 1 Hiller (=
sch. T ad E 63Sd^), since Herodian, too, dealt with the problem of aXK' oiov (sch. A ad E
638c = Hdn. 2. 52. 9 Lentz; cf. also Haas ad Tyrann. fr. 18); however. Pius' view (i.e.. that
the words ^oav oiix oioc; cni need to be understood) is so eccentric that Herodian may well
have thought it unworthy of serious attention.
'^ A point already made by Hiller (above, note 72) 93 and n. 11; for Nicanor's date. cf.
C. Wendel, REXWJl.l (1936) 274. 50-52.
'^Cf. C. Wendel. RE XVm.l (1942) 1178. 34 ff.. with literature.
''<' Cf. P. V. Rohden. RE n.2 (1896) 2497. 60 ff. and 2498. 24 ff.
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Herodian and others who, upon receiving Roman citizenship, adopted the
gentile name of the emperor responsible,^^ since then we would have
expected him also to adopt Aelius (the nomen gentile of Imp, Caes. T.
Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Aug. Pius) and to have retained his original
Greek name. He is likely rather to have been named after the emperor, who
was often simply called Pius to distinguish him from the later Antonini.^*
One would expect a child so named to have been bom after the death of
Antoninus Pius on March 7, 161, and within ca. one generation of that date,
while the memory of the emperor was still potent. We thus arrive by a
different route at a date not dissimilar to Killer's.
It would have been welcome for Alexander to have been contemporary
with, or later than, Pius, so that we could assume the same chain of
transmission for both frr. 13 and 14 (viz. Alexander > Orus). However, our
fragment may have come from Alexander's 'E^TiyrjTiKd, fr. 13 from the
IlavtoSand. Orus is not otherwise known to have used Pius; possibly he
found both scholars cited in a commentary of later imperial date. One
wishes the citation of Orus were by both name and title. Possibly it derives
from the Avoek; npoxdaEcov twv 'Hpco6iavo\), which dealt with
controverted voces HomericaeJ^
Hiller's comment on our fragment, that Alexander derived 7iepippT|5T|(;
from nepipp-nyvuiii, whereas Pius saw nepippeiv as its etymon, and his
suggestion that nepippveiq should be deleted, is an attempt to construct a
dichotomy at the expense of the transmitted text. Both scholars are, in any
case, dependent on the D-scholia or their ancient forerunners.
Modem etymologies of TiEpippTiSriq have not made much progress
because of the uncertainty about its meaning. It is evidently formed (rom
jtEpi- and a stem *pTi5o<;, possibly related to pa6iv6<; "slender."*^
IS.Porph. 1. 286. 19 Schr. = 35. 9 Sod.: 'Ev xoi^ oaT^ovoq
I\)^^iKTOi(; TTEpl 'Hpo6oT£io'u 6iop0a)|a.aTO(; 6 Ypa)j.)iaxiK6(;
6ia?lEY6)iEvo(; TiEipaxai Kal '0|j,Tipucd xiva aacprivi^Eiv, o{)5£v
5£ XE^pov Kal Tov 'Hp65otov (piXot>vt{ ooi xfiv Tictaav xou
[5] dv5p6<; dva7pd\|/tt) ^T|XT|aiv, (pTjol yctp oxi ev xfj TiptoxT]
'Hp65oxo(; xwv 'laxopiwv nEpi Kpoiaov xox> A\)5o£) noXkd xe
aXXa 5iE{XEKxai Kal ^V oxi ... dv£0TiKE Se xiva (sc.
dvaGrmaxa) Kal "ev BpaYxiSpoi tt\oi MiXtjoicov" (1. 92. 2).
Kal YEYpaTixai
-qSTi Kaxd Jidvxa a.nXG>q xd dvxiYpacpa x6
the case of a Spartan named Eurycles who, upon receiving citizenship from Augustus, was
called C. lulius Eurycles (/'//? IV 208. no. 301); cf. B. Doer. Die romische Namengebung
(Stungart 1937) 126. On Aelius Herodian. cf. E. HUler. Quaestiones Herodianeae (diss.
Bonn 1866) 3, and Lentz. Hdn. I xi.
'"^ Cf. V. Rohden (above, note 76) 2498. 63 ff.
" Cf. Wendel (above, note 75) 1 179. 1 ff.
*°Cf. Frisk (above, note 21) and Chantraine (above, note 50) s.v. nepippT)5f|(;.
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[10] "ir\c," apQpov cruv xw i ujo5\)va^ovv xw "xaiq," ov)5eva ye
^.T^v 'EXXr\woiw {jTio^eivai GtiX-ukox; "xaq Bpayx^Sa^" av
eineiv, 'Hp65oxov 6e \iaXXjov av exepcov (pvXa^aaGai, aKpipfj
xe ovxa nepl xot 6v6|j.axa Kal Tidvo etiieikwc; (ppovxiaxiKov.
xot»xo 6r\ GepaTie-ucov xiq (sc. Alexander Cot.; cf. quae sq.) ovx
[15] 'Hpo56xo-u (pT|olv a)idpxTma yeyovevai, ^laXXov 6e xov
{o\)Y)Ypcc(pea <pT|ai Sia^apxeiv Tiape^PaXovxa x6 (a}i,
noXXa 6e (pepeoGai n-expi vvv d^apxtijiaxa Kaxd it\v
'Hpo66xo\) o'UYYpacpfiv Kal exi xt^v 6o\)icu6i5o'u Kal <I)iA.iaxo\)
Kal x(ov aXX(ov d^ioXoycov oDyvpacpecov. x{ 6* cuxl Kal xd
[20] Ttoirmaxa axeSov dvd7tX,eco Tidvxa xvyxavei
d^apxrmdxcov yP^V'-'^'^^ '^"'- '^^^ dXXcov Tiapa-
6iopGco|idxcov 7tdv\) dypoiKcov; . . . eKavdycofiev 6£ enX xov
'Hp66oxov Kal xov 5iopGtoxT]v xov Kox-uaea 'AXe^av5pov.
Ti^io-u ydp 6 dvTip ypd(peiv "xfiai Mi^riaicov" x<^P^ '^o^ *• "'^^<i
[25] MiXriaicov," vTioKEi^EVTiq e^coGev X(iipT\c, r\ yfiq. "Kal Eyo)
6£," (pTioiv (sc. Philemon), "etieiGo^tiv o^Sxcoq Exew xd xti(;
ypacpfjq, xov Se dv5pa xfjq dKpiPo\)<; av)VEOEC0<; EXEGa-ujidKEiv.
Evxvxojv <6£> xoiq 'HpoSoxEioiq aiJXOi<; etieoi Kal yEvo^Evo^
ETil xeXei xf|9 AiyuTixiaKTiq pCp^o-u, tixk; eoxI 6E\)X£pa xp
[30] xd^Ei, E-upioKco ndXiv Kaxd xtjv alxiaxiKT^v Tixtbaiv
Einovxa xov 'Hp65oxov 'dvsGi^^KEv zic, Bpayxi6a<; xdq
MiXtjoicov' (2. 159. 3). ovkexi o\)v w}j.t|v dudpxti^a Eivav
ypacpiKov, 'IcoviKov 5£ ^laXXov iSvco^ia. noXXa ydp oi)xoi x(bv
ovofidxcov xa^po'^oi GtjXvkcck; EKCpEpovxEq, olov XTjv XE ^iGov
[35] Kal x-qv Kiova Kal exi xt^v MapaGcova- Kpaxivoq (fr. 506
K.-A.) 'Et)i7i7ioxdxT| MapaGcov,' NiKav6poq (fr. Ill Schneider)
'Et)Kxi|iEVT|v MapaGwva.' xama jiev ot)v d r\\ieic, EoSpo^iEv
Kal EKpwa^EV -uyiEa." xoiavxa 6ti xot» <I)iA,ti|iovo(; XEyovxoq,
d ^Ev npbq 'AXtt,avbpov mpi xov 'Hpo5oxEio-o 6iopGa)}iaxo(;
[40] £ipT|KEV, Ot)K OIKEIOV KpCvtO XTl napOX)OT\ "UTIoGEaEV
E^Exd^ElV.
subsidia: cod. V tantum
5 dvaypdvco Schrader: -\)/ai V 8 ppayx^Srioi ut Hdt. Schrader:
Ppayxiai V 16 oDYypacpea V: corr. Schrader I oi V: corr. Rosen 28
6e suppl. Schrader 38 vyiia Sodano: vymq V
This, the most detailed of all discussions of Alexander's doctrines, came
to Porphyry via Philemon, rightly identified by L. Cohn with the Atticist
lexicographer who lived ca. A.D. 2(X).*'
«» Cf. L. Cohn (above, note 71) 363-66; C. Wendel. RE XIX.2 (1938) 2152. 15 f. and
2151. 37.
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Proper names form a difficult transmissional problem,*^ especially
when, as in the case of BpayxiSai, they are anarthrous unless coupled with
attributes. Here, as in fr. 13, the fundamental problem is that of
determining the 'EXXTivia^6(; of a certain form, though in this case the
decision on usage has textual consequences. While in fr. 13 Alexander
admitted taxpivri as a Greek (albeit not Attic) form, here he denies that
BpayxiSai as a feminine is Greek (lines 10-12: o\)6eva ye |itiv
'EXXtivcdv {)7to|i£ivai 0t|X\)K(O(; "xac, BpayxiSaq" ccv eiTieiv). Note that,
unlike Zoilus of Amphipolis and others, his reaction is not to blame the
author, but the napaboGic;.^^ Hence he proposes to emend to ev
Bpayxi6r[ai xr\<; MiXtjoicov with (Ionic) XcopTiq oryfjc; understood.^"* The
formulation itself is perhaps a bit awkward; one might rather have expected
ev Bpa7xi5pai xfjc; Mi^Tioiriq (cf. Paus. 7. 5. 4). But the fatal objection is
the one raised by Philemon, that i<; Bpayx{6a<; xaq Mi>,T|aia)v is, in fact,
read at Hdt. 2. 159. 3. Alexander thus stands convicted of carelessness
(diough the lack of modem aids should be taken into account).
By the way, Philemon's defense of the napaSooic, on grounds that the
lonians had a predilection for feminine forms is also wide of the mark.
MapaGcov appears as feminine at Pi. O. 13. 110; and, as Kassel and Austin
truly remark ad Cratin. fr, 506, it is odd to see him cited for an allegedly
Ionic feature. Presumably Alexander's error lay rather in confusing the
ethnic o'l Bpayx^Sai (cf. Hdt. 1. 158. 1: iq xohq BpaYXv5a(;) with the
(feminine) toponym.^^
IV. Alexander's Legacy
For Aristides, Alexander's writings were but a pale reflection (^iiKpa atxa
el'ScoXa) of his lectures (§ 26). No doubt, in turn, the surviving fragments
are but a pale reflection of the writings. It is thus doubly difficult for the
modem student to do justice to the man who, in his time, held so high a
reputation.
The surviving fragments indicate that Alexander was read largely by his
contemporaries (Diogenianus [fr. 6], Apollonius Dyscolus [10], Herodian
[4, 9, 12]) or those who wrote within about a generation of his death
(Philemon [15]).^^ Within the same interval his views will have entered the
^^Cf., e.g., Haas ad Tyrann. fr. 29 and CP 77 (1982) 273 (problems of accentuation of
pr(M)er names in the Homeric text).
" Cf. Erbse (above, note 1) 98.
^ The proposed emendation is therefore not xfiq (pace Herodoti Hisloriae, ed. H. B.
Rosen. I [Leipzig 1987] app. crit. ad 1. 92. 2).
*^ Cf. H. B. Rosen, Eine Laut- und Formenlehre der herodotischen Sprachform
(Heidelberg 1962) 99 n. 104.
*^ L. Cohn's idea (above, note 71) 366 that Philemon's politeness in disagreement
with Alexander (fr. 15) is an indication that he was a younger contemporary personally
acquainted with him is an attractive possibility (though not the only possible
explanation).
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exegetical commentaries from which most of the Homeric fragments derive
(1, 5, 8 and possibly 11 and 14). On one occasion Porphyry's citation of
Alexander is demonstrably at second hand (fr. 15) and, in all likelihood, in
other cases as well, in spite of citation by book number (fr. 2). In the fifth
century Methodius (fr. 7) and Orus (frr. 13 and 14 and possibly 11) probably
knew his views via intermediary (Atticist?) works.
It is a pity that so large a percentage of the surviving fragments deals
with Homeric problems,*^ since the possibility of reaping a new and true
insight from that well-ploughed field was much reduced in Alexander's day.
Thus his Homeric criticism makes, on the whole, a much less original
impression than that of, say, Apion,** since Alexander so often follows the
scholastic interpretation (preserved in the D-scholia: cf. frr. 1 and 14 and
part of 3) or ApoUonius Sophista (fr. 11). In some cases when he does
venture out on his own, as in his interpretation of the siege depicted on the
Shield of Achilles (fr. 2) or his explanation of the syntax of eTiiaxa^evcp
EovTi (fr. 3), the results are unfortunate. It was perhaps premature,
however, for G. Wentzel to deny Alexander any "wissenschaftliche
Bedeutung."^' For fr. 5 preserves an (evidently original) interpretation of
the napd6oai<; at 5 241 and an explanation of the corruption which have
prevailed to this day.
Aristides praises Alexander for the sheer range of his interests (§ 24),
but this is a merit that our fragments are least able to do justice to. We
would not know, for instance, that Alexander had devoted attention to
emending the text of Herodotus but for the fact that Porphyry, exceptionally
in the Quaestiones Homericae, quoted Philemon on the subject because he
thought the comments on textual corruption of more general interest and
because his dedicatee, Anatolius, happened to be interested in Herodotus (fr.
15). The only other author whose exegesis is represented in the fragments
is Euripides (fr. 7). Only en passant in the Homeric fragments do we find
examples of Alexander's wide reading: the citations of Aristoxenus (fr. 1),
Sappho and Eupolis (fr. 5), though the latter may have been added later (see
above, note 34).
It would be easy to measure Alexander against the standard of modem
philology and find him wanting. Though his etymologies (cf. frr. 4, 9, 11,
12) have not found favor, taken as a whole, they are by no means the worst
surviving from antiquity, an age when the etymologist's art, like rhetoric,
took persuasiveness, rather than truth, as its goal.'^ If on occasion he
'"'Tof 15(1.2.3,5.8. 11. 14).
" Cf. S. Neitzel (ed.), Apions rXS>aaai 'O^TipiKai, SGLG 3 (Berlin and New York
1977) 204 ff.
89 Wentzel. RE 1.2 (1894) 1456. 30.
'°Cf. the definition at El. Gen. (A'B) s.v. izxyjioXoyia: eoti Xe^etoq AvdnTV^iq
ovjiqxovtov Tffiv aimaivo|ieva)v ccpno^ovoa x^ (pcovp npbc, xr\v xo\> vnoKt\.\iivov
npay\i.axo<; niGavoTtita . . . (known also in simplified fom from sch. D.T. 14. 23.
169. 20, 303. 17 and 390. 12. as weU as from Eustaihius' paraphrase [1408. 13]); C.
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seems less careful than he should have been, the difficulty of working
without modem aids needs to be borne in mind (cf. ad fr. 15). It is a pity
that more of his Atticist work has not survived, since the one fragment that
we have (fr. 13) makes it clear that in this field he was an authority more
accurate than some who made a name for themselves by writing on such
questions.
Such is our picture of Alexander of Cotiaeum: a great teacher, a great
personality, but as a scholar largely a routinier, though with an occasional
flash of insight.^^
V. Indices
a. Passages Discussed by

